
 







Bsp.: Sprecher selbst aussuchen und es passt.

HEAD OF FILM LAB &  
FILM SCANING ( m/ f/ d )

S

STUTTGART, FULL-TIME, PERMANENT POSITION

‣ Supervision of the processing steps in an analogue film lab 
‣ Design and improvement of workflows 
‣ Operation and maintenance of analogue film developing machines 
‣ Quality control 
‣ Training and instructing other staff 
‣ Management of a small location with 2-3 people 
‣ Occasional customer communication and advice 

YOUR JOB

YOUR PROFILE
‣ Background in mechatronics, precision engineering or similar technical background. 
‣ High technical understanding and interest 
‣ Interest in familiarising yourself with new areas of responsibility under guidance but also independently.   
‣ Motivation to think in new ways and improve workflows. 
‣ High sensitivity for quality and perfection. 
‣ Organized personality with self-confident appearance. 
‣ Confident in English and German. 
‣ Responsible, outgoing, team player, thinking out of the box. 
‣ Basic knowledge of PCs 

ABOUT US

SILBERSALZ Film GmbH is an established full-service film production & agency in Stuttgart.  

Because we love film, we were the first in Europe to decide, in the course of the analogue renaissance, to rebuild a 
cinefilm lab at an additional location and, above all, to think in new ways.  This motivation also gave rise to the 

product SILBERSALZ35, which is popular with photographers and which we process in our walls with a start-up 
character. Our customers from the professional moving image and photo sector appreciate our uncompromising 
quality and our modern working methods. 

To strengthen our team at our laboratory location in Stuttgart, we are looking for an  

for a Head of Film Lab & Digitisation (m/f/d). 

Send us an application with your previous experience and your salary expectations to jobs@silbersalz-film.de 
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